his own department in at present well
developed. I thank you for the confidence
you repose in me by giving a carte
blanche as to your representation in
our late conference in Raleigh. What we
said to did was clouded with darkness and
certainly provisional. We resolved to work
as they do in the Univ. of Va. by depart-
ments—called colleges—so that there might
be an Agricultural College to satisfy
the law which gives up the script. A stu-
dent may if he fills his time properly stu-
dy what he pleases. But there are to be
four courses for diplomas—A.B., A.M.
Bach. of Science & Bach. of Agric. Your
work is be mainly with the last course
of three years. What it is to be in detail
we have yet to settle. I hope that your
judged experience will furnish you with
very definite notions on this subject.
The requisites for admission into the
Agricult. Coll. are to be only a creditable
knowledge of English, Geog., & Arithmetic.